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Editor’s note

2

021 has
been
one of
the most
disruptive years
in our lifetime. It
has posed many
challenges, and
prompted us to
rethink how we
manage our work
and personal life whilst protecting our loved ones.

As we wrap up this testing year, we think about
the year ahead. We hope a fresh start will give us
renewed energy and passion to embrace life with
all its challenges. Our New Year’s resolutions often
include goals to exercise more, read more, eat less
sugar, drink more water, spend less money, etc.
Others might want to cut down on social media,
run a marathon, volunteer more, or even start their
own business. These are obviously all awesome
ideas; however, I would like to add one that will
hopefully resonate with many people in these
strange times.
I would like to humbly suggest that we all work
to stop the spread of misinformation. We have
seen how, in the last two years, the spread of
misinformation has impacted on our health,
politics, and the economy during the Covid-19
pandemic. With the new variant Omicron making
its appearance, it’s essential that we stop the

spread of misinformation and actively promote the rollout of the
vaccination programme.
The Washington State University developed the SIFT framework
to help people identify misinformation. This method advises
people stop before they forward something; investigate the
source; find better or other coverage; and trace the claims back
to the source. When you’re sharing information, stop before you
click and ask yourself if what you are sharing is true and how it
will benefit other people once shared.
So, starting today, I am going to double my efforts to stop the
spread of misinformation and spend more time in sharing
relevant, positive news – like the completion of Eco Children’s
eighth Eco Village and the success of our bursary learners.
Goodness knows, we need some positivity right now and, if you
look carefully, it’s all around us. I might also exercise a little more
and take it easy on the sugar. I hope you enjoy this edition of the
Klaserie Chronicle as it is jam-packed with wonderful wildlife and
positive community news.
Here’s to 2022!
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The
Heart
of the Homestead
Words Chloë Cooper | Photos Simbavati Homestead

S

imbavati Homestead is a celebration of simplicity and elegance. A place where you’ll feel comfortable tucking your feet up under you, sinking into the cushions, and dozing off in a beam of
sunlight. Just like an ideal Sunday in the quietude of your own home, Simbavati invites you to
relax and let the concerns of everyday life float away with the clouds. It was designed for togetherness, for family, and for the love of the bush. With the concept of “home” in mind, it was created with
heart, and it delivers with soul.

006 Summer 2021
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A five-bedroomed safari villa, Homestead
brings exceptional exclusivity to a getaway in
the bush. It offers bedroom- and living-space
for 10 people to gather and truly unwind in an
environment that caters to you alone. Kicking
off your shoes at the pool, or eating breakfast
on your lap with a view of the waterhole are
most welcome and encouraged in the comfort
of Homestead. It is intended to give you a
sense of freedom and ease, so that when
you leave you feel rested, refreshed, and
rejuvenated.
It's a contemporary farmhouse with plenty of
terrace space for outdoor living, combining
a modern flair with the traditional elements
of a South African holiday home in the
bushveld. Cool, screed floors throughout the
interiors create space, while woven rugs bring
a beautiful identity to each room. Natural
textures weave through from the carpets
and barely-there curtains, to the African
basketware decorating the walls. Elements of
nature are showcased throughout the lodge,
reflecting the grass, timber, and clay of your
surroundings in your bedrooms and in the
lounges where you seek comfort.

In the centre of Homestead is a welcoming kitchen, open and interactive, sharing a love of food with the
whole house. A self-catering setup brings creativity to family-style cuisine, as meals are prepared by your
private chef, and you toast to your nearest and dearest under the stars. The firepit outside is the life of
the party, drawing a circle of laughter and conversation around it – the irresistible allure of the safari
fire.
For every simple pleasure of Homestead’s casual composition, there’s an element of luxury that will
elevate any experience. Whether it’s the supreme choice of bed linen, the open-air bar, or the big
screen TV for those unmissable sports games; every comfort has been considered and implemented
without detracting from the essence of the bush.
But it’s the Klaserie that brought us here – and it’s the views of the reserve that instill a sense of calm.
You’ll find yourself spending hours admiring the passers-by that stop to sip from the small waterhole
below camp. And, if you can tear yourself away, your very own game viewer awaits, with Homestead’s
private guide ready to take you deeper into the wild that called you out here in the first place. You won’t
regret spending sunrise and sunset exploring the open plains and riverbeds of some of South Africa’s
most cherished tracts of wilderness.
Homestead is what brings it all together, wrapped in the warm embrace of South African tradition and
nostalgia. It’s about family, friends, and the freedom to rediscover the wild part of yourself.
008 Summer 2021
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LEGENDARY PEOPLE, PETS AND TIMES

Of course, I have to mention our precious and beautiful lion
cubs, who had been abandoned and were found walking
along a dirt road, battling a severe case of rickets: their little
legs too weak to carry them and their tiny paws had no hair.
They were, in fact, in a terrible state and close to dying. Dad
fed them on a highly nutritious milk-and-egg mix for many
weeks and finally, about three months later, they were fit,
strong, and healthy enough to be shipped off to the San
Diego Zoo in America. We even received letters from time to
time – no e-mails in those days! – to let us know how the cubs
were doing. A few years later, they let us know the female had
given birth to her own litter in the zoo. What a fantastic story
that was!

My amazing Klaserie
childhood
PART 4

Words Debbie Harrison [née Leibnitz]

“ Dad was, extremely strict, not
allowing us to adopt any orphaned
animals, but over the years a few
came into our care”

Living in the bush from an early age gave us the privilege of meeting people who dedicated their lives to the
conservation and preservation of our natural heritage. Meeting legends of the Lowveld from those early days included
Clive Walker, wildlife artist Keith Joubert, and the amazing French female helicopter pilot, Puerette, who helped with
the game capture activities at the time. Other legends included Dr Eddie Young and Nick Zambatis, the subjects of my
private, early-childhood crushes!
Needless to say, these legends morphed into many of our playtime heroes and one of our favourite games around the
garden was about one player getting to “fly the helicopter", while the other person was the “animal” desperately trying
not to be darted.

MEMORABLE MOMENTS

Fostering wild animals
Other games allowed us to include some
of our wild, live, “foster” animals. Dad was
extremely strict, not allowing us to adopt any
orphaned animals, but over the years a few
came into our care while awaiting placement
in a proper wildlife rehabilitation centre, or
being transferred to a zoo.
One of these amazing creatures was Yok
Yok, the warthog. The hog family burrow had
collapsed in heavy rains and this little guy was
the only survivor, albeit with a broken leg. Dad
found him stranded and in a poor state, the
size of half-loaf of bread. He got his leg put in
plaster of paris and he ran around the garden
with ease, playing with the dogs and the cats.
He would roll delightedly and endlessly in the
mud baths I had made in the driveway for my
pretend-cattle ranch. By the way, the “cattle”
in this ranch were the beautiful velvet mites
that emerge during the rains.

Dad, Debbie Leibnitz & lion cubs.

Miss Tiggy Winkle, our hedgehog, was brought
to us by the wife of a pilot at the Hoedspruit
Air Force Base. This hedgehog stayed with
us for a few months, eating all the bugs we
caught for her each night from under the
veranda light. Eventually, she had to move on
to her new home in the Pretoria Zoo.

Debbie Leibnitz, Mom Michelle, & Yok Yok.
010 Summer 2021

Michelle and lion can.
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And then there were the pythons. They were born
in our garden, presumably the offspring of some
of the beautiful-looking specimens we saw from
time to time around the HQ area. Unfortunately,
the mommy python was killed by a poacher and
Dad was told about the eggs that had been left
unattended. He managed to salvage them and
brought them (all 60!) home, placed them in a
box, covered them with soil, and put the box next
to the outside slow-combustion stove – which at
that time served to heat our water for the house
as we had no electric geysers.

Deb, Mike, Gresa, Frank & family.

Each day Dad would moisten the eggs. When they
started to hatch, they were put next to the pool
area. What a spectacle it was to watch this incredible birthing process, like no other I have ever
experienced. These tiny snakes became totally
independent and self-sufficient the minute they
broke free from their leathery sacks. Immediately
after being born they made off, one by one, down
to the Klaserie River.
Our interactions with the wonderful creatures
with which we shared Klaserie varied widely. At
one end of the spectrum were the heart-warming,
intimate, emotional, and physical interactions with
our beautiful foster animals. Then at the other
extreme, we were part of massive, coordinated
programmes to capture and relocate giraffe,
zebra, sable antelope, impala, buffalo, and many
other species.

Over 22 years, we had the privilege of calling Klaserie our home. The best
years of my young life were spent there. And although we eventually left,
we were truly blessed to have friends such as the Crookes family – who
have allowed us to visit and stay at their fabulous camp many a time
since.
Fast forward many years ...
It had to happen. Klaserie became the start of my married life and an
entirely new type of “wildlife adventure”.

Dad with injured lion.

Julian and Tessa Ogilvie-Thompson gave us their home for a long weekend. It was here, high on the banks of the Klaserie River, that my soon-tobe hubby, Mike Harrison, and I travelled to with just our direct family, and
together with Frank and Gresa's families of the Ogilvie-Thompson Camp,
we celebrated our amazing wedding day.

Special privileges
We collared and marked elephant for research purposes and
these programmes were extended to wild dog, white rhino,
and nyala. Of course, there was no escaping the very sad and
devastating effects of the harsher realities of the bush, such
as droughts, human encroachment, and poaching.
My sister and I were privileged to witness all this and many
other unbelievable, unique, and lasting memories in and
around the beautiful Klaserie.
Like when animals were in quarantine or being acclimatised
to the area before being released; or when there was an
injured animal that had been brought in to be treated before
release. I guess Dad’s boma at HQ was our favourite hangout
of all. It was here that I discovered the beautifully formed foetus of a baby nyala that had been miscarried on the morning
of the herd’s release. This foetus is still in formaldehyde, in a
bottle in the HQ museum, along with a host of other treasures such as hippo, lion and duiker skulls, a broken elephant
tusk piece, snares, an assortment of dung, and various birds’
feathers that we picked up over the years during our weekend walks with the family.

But the bush, even on wedding days, has a habit of making things exciting
and interesting. In a story that will be told and re-told a thousand times,
the unfortunate minister who was to marry us arrived an hour late after
being blocked by a breeding herd of elephants as he tried to cross the
river.
Luckily, my hubby knew that, during that extra-long delay, there was no
chance that I would have a change of heart.
How can I end this story? Honestly, after all these years of city life, for me,
a quote from a similar verse as John Muir: “Going to the bush is going
home...”
[Debbie Harrison now lives in Cape Town and is the owner of Deep Blue
Media, a sports management and television production company that
operates across Africa. Her husband, Dr Mike Harrison, is a specialist
chiropractor in private practice.]

Giraffe capture.

Python eggs.

“ Going to the bush is going home …”
012 Summer 2021
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Responses

KPNR

There are various predator responses to a call site
and factors which may influence whether a predator
responds or not.
Lions

PREDATOR
CENSUS
2021

© Colin Rowles

•

•

Lion prides with small cubs may be reluctant to
respond for fear of the safety of the cubs, or only
some of the adults may respond. In such cases,
there would be an inaccurate account of the
pride's actual number
Lions within the response radius may not
respond due to them being satiated and
therefore not hungry

Leopards
•

•

Words Colin Rowles

© Colin Rowles

•

Only large, male leopards are inclined to respond
to the carcass as they are less fearful of hyenas
than female leopards
Female leopards were sometimes observed
circling the call site at a distance
Leopards heard calling near to a call site were
recorded as being present

Hyenas
•
© Stefan Steenkamp

T

he annual census of the larger predators of
the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve (KPNR)
was concluded during September and October
2021. The census aims to show a trend in the
populations of the various species over time, and so
does not provide an accurate representation of the
population status in terms of absolute numbers.

•
•

•

•

Methodology
Given that previous research in the Kruger National
Park (KNP) has determined that predators within a
three-kilometre radius of a call site are likely respond
to the audio stimulus of an animal in distress, call sites
were spaced approximately six kilometres apart, across
the reserve. The research also noted that hyenas, in
particular, are likely to respond within 30 minutes of a
broadcast's commencement.

014 Summer 2021

•

•
•

On consecutive nights, from approximately 18:00 22:00, the amplified distress call of a buffalo calf was
broadcast through mounted horn speakers facing in
opposite directions
The speaker direction was adjusted by 45 degrees
every half hour. This change in broadcast direction
ensured 360 degrees coverage of the response area
Only calm nights (those without any or very little wind)
were selected to ensure that the response radius and
sound coverage would not be distorted by strong
prevailing winds in favour of the downwind direction
An impala carcass was secured at the base of a tree
to serve as an additional attraction to predators
who’d responded to the audio stimulus of the
broadcast distress call
A spotlight was switched on at various intervals to
observe and count responding predators
All observed and counted predators were recorded
on a data collection sheet and where possible,
photographs were also taken

•
© Colin Rowles
•

Hyenas are invariably the first predator to
respond to a call site. They are usually excited on
arrival and dart around with their tails erect
At all sites, the largest percentage of hyenas
recorded arrived at the call site within the first
half hour
Hyenas were present at some of the call sites
before the broadcasting commenced. On one
occasion, two hyenas followed the vehicle while it
was dragging the impala carcass to set up a scent
trail
Hyenas respect lions and bolt off simultaneously
as soon as they sense a lion’s approach. Large
male lions are particularly intolerant of hyenas

Jackals
•
•
•

Both black-backed and side-striped jackals
respond to the audio stimuli
Both species don’t respond to the carcass if other
predators are present
They are usually observed circling in the
background

© Gemma Thomas
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Observations stemming from the results
Currently, hyenas are undoubtedly dominant within the
reserve. One hundred and forty-one were recorded
across the 11 call sites. Numbers of hyena are higher in
the east as opposed to the west, as can be seen in the
distribution map (pictured) and this abundance may be
attributed to a lower lion density in the area. It is unknown
whether the commercial lodge density within the region
also has an influence, but the hyenas within the east are
far less skittish and definitely more accustomed to the
presence of vehicles, people’s voices, and spotlights than
they are elsewhere.

CONSERVATION
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ANNUAL AERIAL
CENSUS

2021

In discussion with other reserve managers on the
possible reasons for the general abundance of hyenas
across the Associated Private Nature Reserves (APNR),
it was suggested that that rhino poaching may have
provided an abundant food source over the past years,
and as a result, hyenas have flourished. This is, however,
speculation, though what can be expected is that the
high hyena numbers will have a detrimental effect on
the survival rate of young herbivore species, particularly
wildebeest calves, zebra foals, and impala lambs.

Words Colin Rowles

Not all lion prides responded to the call sites and the
reasons may be attributed to those noted earlier. In
addition, lions that are on the move may move out of a
particular call site response radius during a particular
night and therefore not be present when the call site is
activated. This would be of particular relevance to lions
with a large territory that may span a few call sites.
The known, large pride of some 25 lions seems to move
north and south along the Klaserie River, covering the
properties of Dundee, Dover, and Northampton. This
pride was not documented during the census, possibly
due to their territory spanning a few call sites.
During the census, seven leopards were documented.
This represents the highest number of responding
leopards over the past six years that the census has been
administered. The majority of leopards observed were
adult males.
Both black-backed and side-striped jackals occur in
relatively low numbers across the reserve; side-striped
jackals are the more abundant of the two species.
The graphs pictured provide the status of the various
predator species as documented across all call sites
annually.
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T

he annual aerial census of the Klaserie Private
Nature Reserve (KPNR) was conducted during the
period 13 to 16 September 2021.

Aside from the census of 2020, the methodology
applied this year was consistent with that of the past 24
years. All animal species observed from the helicopter
were documented and counted. Buffalo bulls and
elephant bulls were documented separately from their
specific breeding herds.

The computer-based onboard data collection system,
interfaced with a Global Positioning System (GPS),
ascribed each observation with a latitude and longitudinal
coordinate. This enabled the generation of georeferenced
species distribution maps post-census. Arc GIS computer
software was used to generate the species distribution
maps.
In addition to animals recorded, active vulture and raptor
nests were documented, as well as the location of alien
plants, Opuntia spp. in particular.
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elevated the temperature to 39°C and during that evening, the winds turned
southerly, driving a cold front which brought overcast weather conditions to the
early morning of the fourth day.
Fortunately, the cloud base was high enough to provide sufficiently bright
conditions. The census started an hour later, at 08:00, to allow for improved light
conditions to prevail.

Results
The results of the census were favourable, and as expected with most species,
showed a positive trend. The buffalo population in particular has shown very
good recovery following the drought of 2016 when the bulk of the population
was forced to move out of the reserve in search of better grazing conditions.
This mass exodus reduced the population to 336 in 2019. The return of the
buffalo herds has elevated the 2021 population to 1,045.
Both white and black rhino populations have shown positive results.

Buffalo.

© Nate Kinnear

A population showing a substantial decrease in number during the recent
census was the warthog. One contributing factor for this decrease is the
possibility of an undercount in previous years. Due to the generally good
environmental conditions brought about by the good late rains of last summer,
warthogs can be difficult to observe from the air when the grass is long and the
general cover is thick. This is compounded by the fact that many of them spend
an extended period of time lying in the shade of shrubs and trees during the
heat of the day.

Aerial census team.

SIX NOTEWORTHY OBSERVATIONS

Aircraft and census team
A Bell Jet Ranger 206B helicopter was used as the
observation platform. The aircraft was fitted with
counting bars, one extending from each side of the
aircraft, just above the skids. These bars set the limit
of the observation swath as the aircraft flew at the set
altitude.

1

Five buffalo herds were documented. The GPS coordinates of the observed
herds were sent via WhatsApp from the helicopter to Dr Wynand Uys, who
then flew out to their locations and photographed them using his Jabiru light
aircraft as a photographic platform. These high-resolution images were valuable
in determining an accurate total count, and to ascertain the demographic
composition of the various herds.

As per previous years, the census team consisted of five
people, this year's namely:
•

Mr Mike Pingo – pilot

•

Dr Mike Peel – observer and counter

•

Mr Sean Fairhead – observer and counter

•

Mr Colin Rowles – observer and data collector

•

Mr Sipo Mkoena – logistics, fuel, and transport, etc.

2

Four active White-headed Vulture nests were recorded. White-headed Vultures
are listed as vulnerable, and breeding sites are now almost entirely restricted to
protected areas. The observed breeding pairs generally breed within the same
areas, as evidenced over consecutive years.

3

A number of active raptor nests were recorded during the census. These
included an African Fish Eagle, a Bateleur, a Martial, and a Tawny Eagle. A
Verreaux’s Eagle-owl was also counted on a nest located on top of an old Redbilled Buffalo Weaver nest. Mike Pingo, the pilot, opined that KPNR supports the
greatest number of active vulture and raptor nests of all the reserves he tallies
annually.

Weather
During the census period, calm, clear weather was
experienced for the first three days. The temperatures
were persistently cool and on average in the lower
thirties. On the third day, however, a hot northerly wind
018 Summer 2021

4 Twelve klipspringers were observed on various rocky outcrops, predominantly
along the Klaserie River.

“Juvenile Martial Eagle”.
Raptor.

© Rogan Kerr
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5

Seven leopards were noted. While hovering low-level,
the helicopter flushed a small impala herd out from
under the trees, causing them to run in the direction
of a waiting leopard. The leopard rushed at them in
an attempt to catch one, but was distracted at the last
minute by the presence of the helicopter.

CONSERVATION

© Emily Whiting

6

A very large crocodile was observed with a freshly
killed impala.

Conclusion
The value of an annual aerial census cannot be over
emphasized as it provides conservation managers an
overview and audit of the protected area, and includes
census trends over time for the tallied species. The results
are also of immense value and a determinant in setting
sustainable offtake numbers for the next year, should this
be an objective of the protected area.
The species distribution maps generated after the census
provide the wildlife manager with an understanding of
the use of space by the various species, as well as their
reaction to habitat management interventions such as
veld burning, bush clearing, and water distribution.
The annual aerial census of KPNR has been applied
consistently over a period of 24 years. However,
during the Covid-19 pandemic of 2020, budget
constraints meant this methodology had to be
revised, and this resulted in only the buffalo and
elephant populations being counted.
The 2021 census thus saw a welcome return to
historical methodology to once again provide valuable
data that contributes to the long-term data set
already established.

“ The value of an annual aerial
census cannot be over emphasized
as it provides conservation
managers an overview and audit
of the protected area.”
© AD van Zyl
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Donations
for the KPNR K9 unit
T

he Klaserie Private
Nature Reserve (KPNR) is
especially grateful for the
tremendous support received
for our hard working and highly
trained K9 unit this quarter. Our
canine team members: Dan and
Anké, the detection dogs; Belgo,
the tracker dog; and Vestigo, the
human-tracking bloodhound
have become crucial members
of our anti-poaching taskforce.
Their exceptional human
handlers* have achieved
excellence in their roles in the
K9 unit and as a team, they add
a formidable dimension to the
reserve’s combined counterpoaching operations.
Naturally, these elite animals
need secure housing and
protection, nutrition to support
their physical routine, and
veterinary care to ensure they
remain in peak condition for
their jobs. Without the generous
support of donors, near and far,
it would not be possible to give
our rhinos the added level of
protection our K9 unit brings.

© Sabrina Chielens

It is a great pleasure to share
the following stories with you,
highlighting the generosity of
various individuals who have
gone above and beyond to
generate much needed funds for
the Klaserie Rhino Fund.

Photo of handler and Dan the Labrador.
* Names are withheld for reasons
of personal safety.
022 Summer 2021
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THE MJA WILDLIFE FUND VISITS KPNR'S K9

PROJECT BELGO

Words Marian Viljoen

KPNR's K9 handler team initiative leads to great
success

The early morning hours of Wednesday, 29
September 2021, were filled with excitement and
anticipation. The Klaserie Private Nature Reserve's
(KPNR) K9 pack-units (dogs and their handlers) were
up early, preparing to welcome representatives from
The MJA Wildlife Fund who were arriving all the way
from the United States.

Words Marian Viljoen
The need for a second K9 tracker pack-unit (dog and
handler) for the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve (KPNR)
became clearer over time. The ideal outcome would have
been the availability of a second K9 tracker pack-unit for
deployment, whenever necessary, as part of the reserve’s
anti-poaching endeavours.

In 2019, Courteney Blunden had introduced our
special guests to KPNR and through generous
sponsorship of one of our K9 tracker dogs, Vestigo,
became involved in conservation efforts.

To assist in this matter, Project Belgo was proposed and
implemented by KPNR's K9 handler team in April this
year.

We were thus honoured by this visit and thankful too
for The MJA Wildlife Fund's support and generous
contribution towards the construction of our new K9
kennels, a fundamental and essential base for the
well-being of our working dogs.

The objective of this training initiative was to utilise
available resources. This included a dog made available
by Marian Viljoen (head of KPNR's K9 unit), input from the
unit's own K9 handling skills, and the support and guidance from professional K9 training institutions.

On arrival, our guests joined Marian and the K9
team for a K9 experience in the open area, crime
scene setup, where a detection demonstration and
vehicle searches were successfully executed by both
our K9 detection 'officers', Dan and Anké, and their
handlers.
After an action-packed K9 experience in the bush,
we accompanied our special guests to the kennel
construction site, to view this soon-to-be-completed
project.
A meeting filled with energetic, wet nose kisses from
K9 tracking 'officer', Vestigo, was unfortunately cut
short, as Vestigo and her handler were deployed
to an anti-poaching operation. Luckily, a second
interaction was scheduled for the next day, and
here Vestigo performed at her best in the pack-unit,
alongside her handler and security back-up team.
Any anti-poaching operation exercise includes a
bird-eye vantage point from the seat of a helicopter,
and our guests were able to witness this spectacular
display of Vestigo's dazzling sense of smell and her
handler's tracking skills from above.
These various activities all form part of a fundraising
initiative to enable KPNR's K9 unit to purchase a K9
response vehicle – a critical necessity for the safe
yet speedy transport of our dogs to deployment
points in support of our security teams during anti-
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Belgo, a young German Shepherd Dog (GSD) was donated
to Marian in June 2019 when she attended a MECHEM K9
unit kennel master course. Marian subsequently adopted
Belgo and introduced him to KPNR's K9 unit. He adapted

well, became familiar with all the K9 handlers, and was
soon an integral part of KPNR's K9 pack. Being smart,
responsive, and with a very protective temperament,
Belgo was the ideal candidate for the training initiative.
The dedication, hard work, and exceptional handling and
training skills of KPNR's K9 handlers paid off and prepared
him for a successful role as a tracker dog.
After a three-month training period, Belgo and his K9
handlers were assessed by Gideon Treurnich (a certified
SASETA trainer and facilitator from K9 law enforcement)
who officially certified Belgo as a KPNR K9 tracker dog.
A big thank you to our K9 handlers for their initiative, dedication, and hard work in applying their K9 handling and
training skills; to Johan van Straten from the Southern African Wildlife College K9 unit for his support and guidance;
and to the KPNR ranger team for their participation and
assistance during Belgo’s training.
Well done team, we are extremely proud of you!

© Marian Viljoen

poaching operations. We thank The MJA Wildlife Fund for
their generous contribution towards this cause as well.
The initiative also forms part of our K9’s conditioning and
training, and offers guests a clear understanding of the
function of our K9 pack-units within the security framework
of the reserve. It's a unique opportunity to participate, and
experience the extraordinary detection and tracking skills of
the KPNR's K9 pack-units who are devoted to conservation
and the protection of our wildlife.
A heartfelt thank you to our friends from The MJA Wildlife
Fund for their commitment and support of KPNR's K9 unit,
security, and conservation endeavours. We salute you and
look forward to welcoming you back soon.

© Marian Viljoen
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RUNNING FOR RHINOS
Words Phillippa Burger
At 7am on Saturday, 23 October 2021, I attempted
the Delta Backyard Ultra – a footrace in Delta Park,
Johannesburg, where competitors must consecutively run
6.7km (a yard) every hour, on the hour, until there is one
last finisher. It’s an unusual race format because when
a lap has been completed, you must wait until the next
lap starts on the hour. It can be a challenge to leave the
comfort of your base to get going again. I was running to
raise funds and awareness for the Klaserie Private Nature
Reserve's (KPNR) K9 unit.
I am passionate about wildlife and its conservation. My
family and I are members of KPNR and it's a priority
for me that this special area remains protected. I
heard about the good work being done by the K9 unit
and, being a veterinarian, was drawn to this aspect of
conservation in the reserve. The dogs' presence being
a deterrent factor for potential poachers, together with
their natural ability to detect and track, are contributing
towards the success in the fight against rhino poaching
and other wildlife persecution in KPNR, and worldwide.
These qualities cannot be replaced by any technology
or man. My objective was to raise funds to contribute
towards a well-equipped, safe and suitable vehicle to
transport the dogs, as this is a current and critical need
of the unit.
I encouraged people (via my Instagram account,
@phillippaburger) to donate directly into the Klaserie’s
Rhino Fund – either a once-off amount, or an amount per
lap I completed. At my final count, I managed to complete
10 laps (67km in 10 hours), raising R18,309. It was a
swelteringly hot day and eventually a lack of sufficient
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From Anna’s Mom, Tanja Ruest:
Anna Rosa loves rhinos. She has been raising funds for
the Rhino Protection Unit in the Klaserie since she was
six years old – when she was first made aware that rhinos
are poached for their horns and if not protected, face
extinction.

Anna’s willingness to help, her generosity, and her endless
love for nature, animals, and the Klaserie will always stand
her in good stead. The K9 unit dogs and their handlers
are very close to her heart and it's always a special treat
for Anna to interact with them and learn more about their
work.

The first time Anna raised money was at the AGM in
2015. Bored, she started painting the sausages that had
dropped from the sausage tree outside headquarters.
She later mingled amongst members and sold her 'artworks' to them, raising R180 and proudly donating this to
the Rhino Protection Fund. Since this success story, Anna
brainstorms new crafts to sell and donates her profits to
the KPNR administration team at each AGM.

distance training and cramp (the entire-leg kind!) forced
me to call it a day.
A huge thank you to all who donated – and to my support
crew: You are what kept me going round and round!
The initiative is finished but, of course, any further
donation would be much appreciated!

As she’s grown older, her projects have evolved. Anna
decided to spend more time in the kitchen, baking and
decorating cakes for special occasions. However, during
our most recent family visit to the Klaserie, she realised
a far easier way to raise money. She started a swear jar,
collecting R10 for every ungraceful word uttered by any
one of us, including our friends! It turned into a game and
Anna quickly added to the donation money already saved
from her baking efforts.

Please use the below banking details to donate to
the Klaserie’s Rhino Fund:
Account Name: Klaserie Private Nature Reserve –
Rhino Fund
Bank name: Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd
Account no: 033363609 (Current Account)
Branch code: 052752
Swift code: SBZAZAJJ
Payment reference: K9 RUN

K9 UNIT DONATIONS
Anna Ruest
From Marian Viljoen, manager of Klaserie Private Nature Reserve's (KPNR)
K9 unit:
“We would like to extend a big thank you to Anna Ruest, who has been raising funds for KPNR's K9 unit and the protection of our rhinos since she was very young. Anna, her mom, Tanja, and some friends recently paid a special visit to the
K9 unit and took part in an open area search with one of our detection dogs, Anké, and her handler. During this visit,
Anna also donated R3,000 towards the KPNR's Save the Rhino Fund, and we would like to pay tribute to her as one of
our special custodians.”
026 Summer 2021
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n an ongoing effort to maintain a
population of dehorned rhino in the
Klaserie Private Nature Reserve (KPNR),
reserve staff continue to monitor and
perform regular dehorning operations. The
team consists of an elite team of pilots,
an experienced ground team, and trained
wildlife veterinarians, all of whom operate
under pressing circumstances and thanks
to the generous sponsorship of wildlife
supporters and donors.

Mother
&

calf

DEHORNED TOGETHER
028 Summer 2021 Words by Chloë Cooper | Photos by Rebecca Rowles

In October this year, warden Colin Rowles
identified candidates for dehorning and
once again rallied the troops to organise an
operation. Each and every dehorning event
requires not only the coordinated efforts of
independent professionals, but the funds
to sponsor fuel, necessary equipment, and
services. It’s an expensive task, and once
again again the KPNR has Nkombe Rhino to
thank for funding this particular dehorning
event.
And as things go, even when all the elements
are aligned, things might not go according to
plan on the day. On this occasion, it was an
overcast morning – which made for a later
start than usual – and when the October
heat kicked in, the operation was called and
a follow-up date scheduled.

However, the day’s dehorning events did include a special sight: The dual
darting of a mother rhino and her young calf. Once the mother had been
darted (from the helicopter), her calf ran circles around her and had to
be darted as well. Both animals stayed together during the ordeal and
the teams worked quickly to expertly remove the adult female’s horn
and gather data. It's encouraging to see young babies, but it's a reminder
too that this work is ongoing and relentless. All rhinos in the Klaserie are
monitored from the air and on the ground by our highly trained aerial
surveillance team, field rangers, and our K9 unit. We dehorn regularly
and implement hypervigilant security.
After both rhinos received reversal drugs, they were up and on their
feet, cautiously watching the ground team and then making a calm and
graceful exit into the bush, now safer than before.
“Thank you so much for your ongoing commitment and for your ongoing
financial contributions to rhino conservation. Nkombe Rhino has made
a huge difference to the poaching stats in our area and we are eternally
grateful for this,” said Dr Peter Rogers, in appreciation of Nkombe Rhino.
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his brings us, finally, to the headaches and heartaches that are experienced by all
managers of elephants. A decision must be made, before elephant damage occurs,
whether an area will be managed as an elephant reserve or if the maintenance of
biodiversity will be the priority.

The two approaches are mutually exclusive. The decision to manage an area as an
elephant sanctuary is a valid one, usually taken out of respect for the elephants
themselves. Elephants are wonderful animals, affecting empathy from most people,
and there should perhaps be areas where they can live out their lives free from the
stresses of the various management options.

Insights into the Elephant Management Dilemma: Part 5
Words and photos Dr Ian Whyte: A summarised extract from his book, Living
the Wild Life

The Amboseli National Park in Kenya is a good case in point. The wonderful research
conducted there by Cynthia Moss and her colleagues has taught us most of what we
know about the complexities of elephant society and behaviour. The Addo Elephant
National Park in South Africa is another. This park was created as a sanctuary for the
last remaining elephants in the Cape region and though recent expansions to the
park have perhaps shifted the focus towards a biodiversity approach, the elephants
will probably always remain the conservation priority.
A conscious decision by the management authority to allow unlimited growth of an
elephant population needs to be taken in full awareness of the consequences – they
must be cognisant of the fact that, ultimately, other species will begin to disappear
from the system due to over-utilisation or habitat changes induced by elephants. In
some cases, this will mean extinction and perhaps even extirpation. In addition, when
droughts occur (as they inevitably will in Africa), management must be prepared for
the die-offs of elephants which would happen once very high densities have been
reached. These will be controversial, disturbing, and emotional times.
On the other hand, when the maintenance of biodiversity is the priority, something
will have to be done to limit the numbers and densities of elephants before
biodiversity is affected. This is also not an easy decision – the killing of elephants is
never one that can or should be taken lightly.
Consider culling
Culling is currently the only remaining long-term alternative, and there are also a few
options here to consider.
Chemical: The only drug that was previously approved which allowed for later human
consumption of the meat is scoline (Succinylcholine chloride) whose component
compounds occur naturally in mammalian bodies. Research conducted in the Kruger
National Park (KNP) however, showed that the use of this drug on elephants was
inhumane, as the heart muscle remained largely unaffected by the scoline. The use of
the drug was subsequently discontinued.

In extracts from his latest book, Dr Ian Whyte discusses the pros
and cons of different non-lethal methods for managing the
Kruger’s elephant population. This is the fifth and final instalment of a series in which we learn from Dr Whyte’s 50 years
of exposure to elephant management, elephant ecology, and
the impact they can have on environments. A chapter he aptly
refers to as the 'headaches and heartaches' of the elephant
management dilemma.
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Manual: The only method now considered humane is by a sharpshooter using a rifle
and live ammunition from a helicopter at close range. Only whole family units or
single bulls would be culled to prevent trauma to surviving family members.
The Kruger’s earlier elephant management policies

Elephant cow that
died during a drought.

The objective of an earlier elephant management policy was to limit the Kruger
elephant population to a level around 7,000. This policy was maintained until 1994
when, subsequent to being challenged by animal rights groups, a moratorium on
culling was put in place until the policy had been reviewed. By 1999, there was a
new policy, but it was never implemented due to sensitivities surrounding elephant
culling. A further policy review took place in 2008, though this has also yet to be
effectively implemented.
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In the meantime, the elephant population
of the Greater Kruger has increased to a
current estimate of 35,000.
The morality and ethics of culling
elephants
If you agonise over the morality and ethics
of culling elephants, then the issue will
be greatly compounded by having to cull
a much larger number. Is it not better to
keep a population low, at the level where
few animals need to be culled – or better
still, at a level where most excess animals
could be translocated rather than culled?
There is no middle-of-the-road on the
issue of elephant management. In
large national parks with large elephant
populations, a choice must be: to cull or
not to cull? And, if the choice is for the
latter, there is no point of return once
extensive damage has occurred. When
plant and/or animal species have been
lost, it may (through the management
of the elephant population) be able to
maintain the remaining biodiversity, but
the restoration of the system to its former
rich state of biodiversity and function will
be impossible, particularly while elephants
are still present in the system.
The dilemma is in weighing up the
sacrifice of individual elephants versus
that of the species. Either way, the
decision taken will always trouble the
consciences of those involved. One
should not have cold feet if you enter
the elephant management arena; and
be prepared to be castigated for your
opinions and decisions, whichever side of
the debate they may lie.
Over the years, I have come to believe
that for those who don't have a real stake
in the outcomes of whether elephants
are managed or not, it is easy to claim it's
unethical to cull elephants – this is the
“moral high ground”. These people can sit
comfortably on the side of the fence that
holds this view.

Elephant damage to a baobab tree.
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In my view, the real stakeholders are
those in formal conservation departments
– who are directly mandated with the task
of biodiversity maintenance – and those
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private owners who have significant investments in land
which they have designated for this same purpose. If one
doesn't have a real stake, one isn't directly affected by the
outcome. Since my retirement from SANParks, I can no
longer claim that I fall into this “real stakeholder” category,
but I find that I still, rather unwillingly, wear this hat.

Perhaps this option has now already been foreclosed. The
scale of a cull to achieve this reduction would take many
years, during which time the damage would be ongoing,
and ultimately, so few mature trees may remain that even
just a few elephants would continue the reduction in
mature tree numbers.

But where does the moral high ground really lie?

I have come to believe that most of the alternative
options expressed more recently are naïve, limited in
scope, and would, in fact, ultimately prove ineffective. I am
fully aware that nothing in nature remains static and that
natural cycles and ecological processes are constantly
shifting and changing.

Are elephants more important than other species? Does
the sparing of individual elephants’ lives take precedence
over the ongoing existence of other species and their
respective roles in the ecological processes?
One of the stated mandates of South Africa’s national
parks in the National Parks Act (No. 57 of 1976) is “the
maintenance of biodiversity”. During my earlier years
in the Kruger, elephant culling was conducted in order
to comply with this mandate. Perhaps my roots were
firmly planted during that era, where biodiversity took
precedence and the biodiversity maintenance mandate
was taken more seriously. It has left me with the firm
conviction that this is the moral high ground: Everything
should be done to protect the maximum possible array of
species in the national parks where they naturally occur.

Holding the elephant population at a low level would
rightly be considered by many to be “unnatural” (as I
also do), yet I remain convinced that a smaller elephant
population would allow other ecological processes to
function more normally, whereas losses of biodiversity
induced by an over-abundance of elephants would result
in impoverished ecosystems whose functionality would
be drastically and perhaps forever compromised.

Early research in the KNP by van Wyk & Fairall (1969) had
set the upper limit for the elephant population at 0.75
elephants/mile² (6,000 total) “… if the total destruction of
the vulnerable areas near water is not to result.” I suspect
that these authors got it about right. There is undeniable
evidence that an elephant population that is allowed to
increase unchecked will eventually extirpate some other
species from those ecosystems.
To me, maintaining biodiversity hinges on the premise
that elephant numbers must be limited, and the “moral
high ground” would involve the grim decision to cull
elephants – but only if it was done for ecological reasons
and never as a financial incentive.

Dr Ian Whyte collaring an adult elephant cow.

The lesser evil
The prospect of culling elephants is dreadful, but for me it
is overshadowed by the prospect of losing other species.
I would want my grandchildren, and theirs, to be able to
experience the Kruger as a reasonably intact ecosystem.
So, my convictions remain firm and force me to sit on that
side of the fence which believes it is necessary to reduce
elephant numbers, even if it means culling. I believe that
those responsible, or co-responsible, for such decisions
should be (and hopefully will be) held accountable by
current and future generations. We are gambling with
their future, not ours, and the greatest gamble is to do
nothing.

Angry Nyandu cow confronting chopper.
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veryone strives for the image
of a leopard growling, a snake
striking, or an intense closeup of an elephant – all only
captured when being dangerously
close. But how do we get these shots
in a safe and ethical way, where the
safety and well-being of ourselves,
and our animal counterparts, aren’t
in question? It all starts with one
word: Respect.

“ The more we know, the more we
can respect and thus maintain a
healthy working relationship with
the wild.”

034 Summer 2021

Whether you’re photographing a
tree squirrel, an elephant, or a black
mamba, it’s important to respect
these wild animals and be acutely
aware what they’re capable of. I’ve
written before that a big component
of being a successful wildlife
photographer is to study these
animals, to be as knowledgeable
about them as possible, and to
understand the danger and potential
risk each one could pose – it’s all
vital information. The more we
know, the more we can respect and
thus maintain a healthy working
relationship with the wild. Likewise,
respect authority. Your guide will
inevitably know far more and be
more experienced around these
animals than you – so ask questions
and learn from them. If you’re after

PHOTOGRAPHING THE

angerous

a particular shot, ask them if it’s
achievable. No doubt they’ll try their
best for you within reason. However,
if it’s not possible, then learn and
accept why.

When viewing close-up animal shots,
the next thing to note is the context
of the photo. We tend to take a photo
at face value and very rarely question
or consider the events leading up to
the moment the shutter is released.
A lot of effort can go into one image,
and a professional will make sure that
safety for everyone, and everything,
is paramount. This can include tactics
like utilising hides and remaining
quiet and hidden from animals as
they wander closely by, all the while
ensuring you are protected behind a
structure.
Telephoto lenses obviously bring
the action and subject much closer
to us. In an action scene, you may
feel like you’re amidst the drama
– yet you’re actually far away and
safe from harm. Placing a camera
trap and using remote triggers or
sensors to take photographs allows
the photographer to once again be
distanced from any potential dangers
of a wildlife situation.

Words and photos Samuel Cox

It’s no secret that National
Geographic and similar organisations
use captive animals for their
educational footage, and there’s
plenty of wildlife photographers
that do the same. For example, an
epic shot of a cape cobra with an
extended hood or a black mamba
with its mouth open are mostly taken
in controlled environments under
the guidance of a professional snake
handler.
In my own personal experience,
working with highly educated,
professional guides and animal
handlers has brought me results
I would never have been able to
achieve otherwise. I work within the
parameters set by those with the
most knowledge, to make sure that
not only am I safe, but that I’m also
not having a negative impact on what
I’m photographing.
Take a look at the accompanying
photographs and their captions.
These are shots I often get asked
about and I think it’s important that
people realise how these shots were
captured, as well as their context.
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Snakes
A good selection of my snake
photos, particularly the closeups, were taken in natural
but controlled environments
coordinated under the guidance
of a professional snake handler.
This allowed me to photograph
from just a few feet away – the
likes of a poised cobra, a black
mamba, and Africa’s most
venomous, the boomslang.
Whilst seemingly dangerous, it
was all perfectly safe. The snakes
were treated with the utmost
respect, resulting in images that
one would never capture in any
other circumstance.

Elephant fight
This image of elephants
clashing directly in front
of the lens always evokes
questions like, “Weren’t
you scared? They could
have crashed into you!”
And the truth is, yes, they
were close. The ferocity of
the action however wasn't
as hectic as this shot tends
to portray. The two young
elephants were gently
sparring and our guide did
well in keeping an eye on
them and maintaining a
safe distance, whilst also
reading their behaviour
to know they couldn’t
have cared less about us
humans.

036 Summer 2021

Leopard snarl
This leopard appears to be ferociously growling right in front of me, but the story is quite different. The
leopard had a kill and a hyena was sneaking in to steal it. The hyena decided to use our game viewing
vehicle as cover, but the leopard was wise, grimacing and hissing as the hyena moved closer. So whilst the
snarl looks like it’s aimed directly at me, it was in fact directed at the incoming hyena a few metres away.
I was just lucky enough to be in the right place at the right time, mainly due to positioning and the foresight
of my field guide at the time.
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Eco Gardens

co Children
established their
13th Eco Garden
at a local school
and neighbouring creches
earlier this year, while
simultaneously building their
eighth Eco Classroom to
establish Eco Village number
eight. The organisation’s
newest Eco Village is located
at Tshokolo Primary School.

Words Catharina Robbertze | Photos by Siobhan Bentley

© Rebecca Rowles

Due to Covid lockdowns,
no Eco Village was built in
2020. Eco Children focused
instead on distributing food
parcels when the national
school feeding scheme
ground to a halt and many
families had no source of
income and no access to
food. While most community
members have been able
to return to work this year,
it was still not possible for
international volunteers (who
would usually build the Eco
Garden and decorate the
Eco Classroom) to visit the
country.
However, CEO of Eco
Children, Corné Havenga
said that was not going to
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stop them from completing
this project and the local
community came together to
make it happen themselves.
“Construction of the Eco
Classroom was complete
in September and the
community moved in to start
building keyhole gardens for
the Eco Garden in October.
With so many helpful and
willing hands, it didn’t take
long to build 28 keyhole
gardens and before we knew
it, we could start planting
seedlings,” Havenga said.
As with all the other Eco
Gardens built by Eco
Children, the fresh produce
grown in the gardens will
go to the school’s feeding
scheme to supplement
the learners’ lunches with
nutritious fresh vegetables.
Havenga explained this is
important because many of
the learners at local schools
only get one meal a day – the
lunch they receive at school.
While the government
provides dry supplies for
these lunches, most of the
fresh produce comes from
the schools’ Eco Gardens.
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Havenga thanked the local community and the project
sponsor, The Legacy Experience Foundation, for making
the project possible: “We loved working so closely with
the community to build this Eco Garden and would
like to thank each and every volunteer, young and old,
who helped us make this happen. I would also like to
give a special word of thanks to The Legacy Experience
Foundation who has been an exceptional support since
coming on board. We look forward to continue to sow
seeds of change with your support, impacting lives, and
improving conservation as we do so.”
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Words & photos Siobhan Bentley

co Children are thrilled to have
partnered with a French theatre
company, Association Quetzalcoatl,
to partake in a new project
called Imaski, this summer. The two
organisations wanted to bring a new way
of discussing conservation to the table
that would make it more enjoyable and
practical for the children at local schools,
thus having a greater impact. The project
explained in a practical way why rhino
poaching also has a negative impact on
the people living in the greater Kruger
area.
Association Quetzalcoatl is run by Oliver
Borowski and his wife, Carole Borowski.
Oliver, a born and raised South African,
met his wife while travelling in Europe,
before they settled down in France and
began their theatre company. Their main
concept is to use mask play to portray a
deeper message while teaching practical
theatre skills.
Oliver and Carole travelled to Hoedspruit
with their young daughter Cies and spent
a week at Makwetše Primary School
to present workshops, to 15 students.
Corné Havenga, CEO of Eco Children
said: “From day one of the workshop you
could see how engaged and willing to
participate each one of the students were.
The concept of theatre is totally new to
learners at schools in the area.”
Havenga continued that the project
allowed learners to get stuck into their
creative side by making masks totally
from recycled materials. “The children
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were given complete freedom to make
their masks in any way they wanted. They
were delighted to get their hands dirty
and make something totally unique to
themselves and their personality,” she
said.
The next aspect of the project was to put
together a play. Oliver and Carole decided
to make it a two-part play and the children
were split into two groups. The first group
portrayed a bush walk in the Kruger
National Park, while the second group
portrayed a future representation of the
funeral of the last rhino in 2050.
These two short plays had a resounding
message about the importance of wildlife.
The bush walk represented the tourism
opportunities that come with wildlife and
the benefits they hold for people living
around the reserves, such as jobs. The
funeral of the last rhino made it clear that
if we don’t find a sustainable solution to
the poaching epidemic this play could
become a reality in a few short years. On
the final day, the community was invited
to Makwetše to watch these two plays and
they went down a treat.
Havenga states: “This is a new, fun, and
interactive way of getting the message of
the importance of conservation across.
The children enjoyed every minute of
it and by showing off their masks and
showcasing their newfound theatre skills
to their community they not only learned
the lesson themselves but shared the
message with their fellow community
members."

“This is a new, fun,
and interactive
way of getting
the message of
the importance
of conservation
across.”
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UP
CLOSE
and personal
E

co Children has launched a new initiative, in
partnership with Rhino Revolution, hosting day
trips to the Kruger National Park (KNP) for grade
7 learners at our schools. So far, three trips have
been successfully completed with six children per trip.
Once Covid regulations allow, this will increase to 10
children per trip. The organisation aims to take at least
100 children into the park by the end of 2022.
Corné Havenga, CEO of Eco Children, explained why this
project is important: “All the learners at our schools live
within driving distance of KNP yet most, if not all, have
never set foot into the park. We believe that everyone
should be able to enjoy the beauty and diversity of
nature. This helps to ignite a passion for conservation in
a way that is just not possible in a classroom. Being up
close and personal with an elephant or a giraffe has a
much greater impact on a child’s perception of wildlife
than just seeing or reading about them in books. Through
this experience, we believe these children will develop
a love and admiration for wildlife which will continue to
grow and be transferred to their communities.”

Words & photos Shioban Bentley

were a few incredible sightings on the first three trips.
From a giraffe sitting down during the mid-day heat, to
a very inquisitive elephant and even a den site with five
curious hyena cubs that caused a traffic jam.
“We are incredibly fortunate to live in a wildlife haven
on the border of one the greatest game reserves in the
country. We’re both grateful and excited that we can
give local children the opportunity to witness the beauty
of nature that is right on their doorstep. With sightings
like these, we are confident that a love for nature will
be sparked in these youngsters’ minds, ensuring the
protection of our natural environment in the long term,”
Havenga concluded.

These trips have been structured to be fun-filled and
educational, with a link to conservation throughout.
The workbook, created by Emily Whiting from Klaserie
Drift Camp in Klaserie Private Nature Reserve, includes
all sorts of games – from word searches to working out
the height of a bull elephant – but everyone’s favourite
is the spotting game. The children earn points for every
animal they see, and it's their responsibility to keep track
of who sees what and how many points they accumulate.
The winner at the end of the day receives the book, We
are going to Kruger National Park as a prize. This reward
ensures every single impala is spotted in thrilling delight
as the children move one step closer to the prize.
Each child is appointed a role to keep them focused
whilst in the car: scorekeeper, photographer, team
leader, or guide. These rotate throughout the trip to
ensure everyone gets a chance to play each role. There
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a life

Words Catharina Robbertze | Photos Siobhan Bentley

E

co Children’s Kit-a-Kid campaign is up and running
again and this year they are aiming to award 240
hard-working local learners with brand new school
uniforms.

Over the years, almost 5,000 school uniforms have been
distributed in the area through the Kit-a-Kid campaign.
In partnership with PEP Stores, Eco Children can supply
a child with a full school uniform consisting of shoes, a
shirt, shorts or a skirt, and a jersey for only R350.
Corné Havenga, CEO of Eco Children, explains the impact
of this campaign: “Kit-a-Kid is a simple campaign with a
big impact. Over the years, we've seen first-hand how
something as simple as a school uniform gives a child the
confidence and pride to focus on their schoolwork and
improve their academic performance. It’s incredible to
see such a small gesture make such a big difference.”
Kit-a-Kid is run entirely on donations. This means every
donation received goes directly to a child to purchase a
school uniform. “When donating to Kit-a-Kid, you know
exactly where your money is going. Every R350 gives a
child a better chance at success by giving them that little
boost of confidence and belief that life can get better,”
Havenga continued.
To support this campaign and change a child's life for the
better, readers can donate R350 (or multiples thereof)
on Eco Children’s GivenGain page at givengain.com/cc/
kitakid or via electronic transfer to the bank details in the
block on this page. All donations to Eco Children are tax
deductible as set out in section 18A of the Income Tax
Act and every donation has the potential to change a life.

ECO CHILDREN BANK DETAILS Account number; 013253611;
Cheque account, Standard Bank; Branch: Hatfield; Branch
code: 01-15-45; Swift code: SBZAZAJJ; Reference: Kit-a-Kid
(your name).

“It’s incredible to see such a small
gesture make such a big difference.”
Summer 2021 047
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A time to
Words & photos Shioban Bentley

W

ith 2021 rapidly coming to an end
it can mean only one thing ... the
Festive Season is on the way!
For many, Christmas is a special
time to spend with loved ones. It brings images of
families sitting around a beautifully decorated Christmas
tree with plenty of shiny, wrapped presents underneath
the tree, ready to be unwrapped by eagerly waiting
children.
Christmas in the rural communities, however, is slightly
different. Many families cannot afford to spend money
on gifts for their children, meaning many go without the
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joy of unwrapping a gift on Christmas day. This is
where the incredible work of the Santa Shoebox
Project comes in.

Eco Children have been working with the Santa
Shoebox Project for many years. Through this partnership,
thousands of children in the Acornhoek area have
received a small, but special, gift box to help them
experience the Christmas spirit. People from all over the
country pledge a box for a specific child listed on the
Santa Shoebox Project website. They then pack a box
containing a toothbrush, toothpaste, soap, a washcloth,
stationery, sweets, a toy, and an outfit. This might not
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sound like a whole awful lot, but to these children it
means the world.
Once all the boxes have been pledged, packed, and
collected by the exceptionally kind-hearted people of
the Hoedspruit area and surrounds, it’s time for the
celebrations to take place. Corné Havenga, CEO of Eco
Children, describes this as the most magical time of
the year. “We have the opportunity to experience the
true meaning of Christmas. The air is electric with pure
excitement and joy the minute you arrive at the school.
This atmosphere stays in the air long after the shoeboxes
are handed over,” she says.

COMMUNITY

Christmas tradition for many more years to come.
Havenga states: “This project forms an important part of
Eco Children’s activities every year. Every child deserves
to feel loved and special during the festive season and it’s
a perfect reminder to ourselves that giving is even better
than receiving.”

She continues: “The children sing and dance with the
biggest smiles on their faces. No words can accurately
describe the joy surrounding these celebrations, you have
to experience it for yourself. It’s moments like these that
make you realise how even the smallest act of kindness
can have a massive impact on someone’s life.”
Eco Children are proud and grateful to be involved in
this project and will continue to be a part of this great
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Eco Children & Simbavati
competition raises

R50,000

E

Words Catharina Robbertze | Photos Siobhan Bentley

co Children launched a competition
in partnership with Simbavati Lodge
earlier this year to raise money for the
organisation - and it went down a treat.

Ready To Move In.

R 3 600 000 Home to Africa’s Big Game.

BLYDE WILDLIFE ESTATE

MODITLO BIG GAME ESTATE

Annie van den Berg: 082 643 3776
annievandenberg@remax.net

Paul Buys: 082 552 6568
paulbuys@remax.net

Open plan nice flow between the living, dining room and kitchen. Beautiful large Kitchen Patio
with great mountain views and swimming pool. 4 Bedrooms all with air conditioning. Big Scullery
and laundry. En-suite Bedrooms. Master bedroom lovely bathroom including outside showers.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.

R 680 000

Fantastic Value for a 1 HA stand in a Big Game, game reserve and enveloped by 330ha of prime
African bush, is a development with 474 1ha stands, forming part of a 10 000ha conservancy.

R 3 300 000 A CUT ABOVE THE REST!

R 5 700 000

The premise was simple: Donate R500 to
Eco Children to stand a chance to win three
nights at one of the exclusive Simbavati
Lodges in the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve.
Approximately 100 entries came in from all
over the world, bringing the total amount
raised to R50,000.
Corné Havenga, CEO of Eco Children,
said she was thankful for the support. “It
was so much fun seeing donations come
in from supporters all over the world.
It is encouraging that we have built up
longstanding relationships and exciting
that new supporters have signed up to Eco
Children’s communications thanks to this
competition. We would like to thank everyone
who donated and wish them better luck next
time, when we do this again,” she said.

The lucky winner of the three nights at
Simbavati was Brad Timms. A long-time
supporter of Eco Children who donates
regularly and organises ad-hoc fundraising
events for the organisation, all the way from
his home in Australia. Eco Children looks
forward to welcoming him back soon when he
visits to claim his prize.

“We would like to thank everyone who donated and wish
them better luck next time, when we do this again.”
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RAPTOR’S VIEW WILDLIFE ESTATE

ZANDSPRUIT BUSH & AERO ESTATE

Boasting open spaces, this home has an open plan kitchen and lounge area, four bedrooms,
three bathrooms and a private patio overlooking a sparkling pool. Great value for 4 bedrooms
3 bathrooms.

Fully furnished bushveld home boasts 3 luxurious bedrooms all en-suite with outside showers
and an open plan living area all with modern high-quality safari interiors, heated swimming pool,
with an extended deck and boma area.

Annie van den Berg: 082 643 3776
annievandenberg@remax.net

Paul Buys: 082 552 6568
paulbuys@remax.net

OWN YOUR OWN LODGE

HOEDSPRUIT WILDLIFE ESTATE

A wonderful opportunity for someone looking for a lodge to rent out and have the option to use
themselves. This Lodge offers future bookings, a website and facebook page, and wifi.

Annie van den Berg: 082 643 3776
annievandenberg@remax.net

R 2 500 000
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he bushbuck, Tragelaphus scriptus
is a good-looking, mediumsized antelope and reasonably
common in suitable habitat:
dense, bushy vegetation near water.
They are also good swimmers and readily
take to water when threatened. As they
cannot run fast, it is sometimes necessary
to swim when disturbed. Distribution
is throughout South Africa but only in
heavily wooded areas. Highveld grassland
and arid areas are avoided. They also
occur in human populated areas outside
reserves, but this is rare due to habitat
change, snares, and dogs.
We are fortunate that reserves such
as the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve
(KPNR) offer protection, but even then,
there is habitat change due to increasing
elephant numbers. Although fairly
common, bushbuck are not often seen
as both males and females tend to be
singular and prefer to remain hidden in
dense vegetation.

A
thirsty

buck
Words Peter Lawson | Photo Rogan Kerr
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For the inexperienced spotter, there can
be some confusion with nyala – there is
some resemblance, but bushbuck are a
lot smaller, stockier, and have a distinct
white throat and lower neck band.
Females are also lighter in colour and do
not have horns. Normally bushbuck avoid
nyala as there is habitat and food conflict.
There are additional differences, but their
white patches are the bushbuck's most
prominent feature.

“For the
inexperienced
spotter, there
can be some
confusion with
nyala.”

Bushbuck need to drink daily and so are
always near permanent water. They are
browsers and particularly fond of eating
leaves, but this is not always easy as
these small antelope cannot reach the
leaves on most trees. This lack of reach
is compensated by their clever tendency
to associate with baboons and monkeys
who disturb and drop leaves whilst
tree-climbing. To me, this is a marvel of
nature. So, when you're out and about
near dense vegetation in the reserve and
come across baboons or monkeys, stay
around and watch them and you're likely
to then also spot a bushbuck to add to
your list. Note that they are most active
in the early mornings and evenings, and
also at night.

MAMMAL ID
Although shy and solitary, males are very
courageous and will attack predators
such as leopards and dogs; they have
even been known to kill humans
when being poached. Their horns are
pointed and sharp and used with force
for protection. Their senses are welldeveloped and the reason why they still
survive outside protected areas such as
the KPNR. When threatened, they utter
a loud, warning bark similar to that of a
baboon.
Even though they can be aggressive in
defence, bushbuck are still preyed on by
carnivores, particularly leopards. Large
pythons have also been known to kill and
consume them, as well as crocodiles, as
they frequently drink at rivers and ponds.
Breeding takes place at any time of the
year and, being solitary, one wonders
how mating can take place: males detect
when a female is on heat from the smell
of her urine and genitals when she is
in oestrous. They then hone in, but
sometimes endure fierce conflict when
more than one male takes to the same
female. In such a situation, the two males
first slowly circle each other – the crests
along their backs erect and their tails
curled upwards – to then face each other
with a serious clashing of horns, as they
try push each other off balance, lunging
and stabbing. Fights are sometimes fatal.
Gestation of the female lasts for 180
days and a single lamb is born. It lies
hidden for four months and bonds
socially with its mother by mutual licking.
The lamb will stay with its mother until
it is eight months old, before seeking
independence.
When you're out and about in the reserve
keep a close lookout for this good-looking
antelope, especially whenever you
approach dense vegetation that is near
water. Remember too, that monkeys and
baboons will often have a bushbuck as
company as there is no conflict between
these species. This makes any sighting all
the more rewarding.
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A MOST UNUSUAL PIGEON

Pigeon

African Green

Words Peter Lawson | Photo Leon Marais
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easonably common, but not often seen. The African Green Pigeon, Treron calvus live in the
canopy of tall trees in well-wooded areas, their green plumage blending in with the foliage
to ensure a superb camouflage. These are beautiful birds with green-grey plumage, yellow
thighs, and red feet and cere. Their build is stocky and they resemble parrots, creeping about
the foliage of their chosen tree whilst seeking berries and fruit. They do not follow a regular seed
diet like other pigeon species and are particularly fond of wild figs, Ficus spp. Other quirks include not
venturing onto the ground nor drinking water. The latter may seem surprising, but being fruit eaters
they obtain sufficient liquid from their diet.
African Green Pigeons stay together in small flocks and are remarkably difficult to detect when sitting
quietly in the canopy of a dense tree. You can best spot them during feeding, when they climb about
the tree canopy in a parrot-like fashion, often hanging upside down to reach the fruit. Hence their apt
Afrikaans name, Papegaaiduif. The specific name, calvus, means bald – in reference to the large red
cere, whilst Treron, the generic name, is Greek for trembling or timid and presumably refers to the
fact that the birds are rather shy and easily alarmed. When disturbed, the entire flock will 'explode'
from the tree, flying swiftly and in a straight line to a safer tree nearby. They are silent fliers and their
flight is also somewhat parrot-like.
These birds are not migratory, but they do move about locally according to the availability of fruiting
trees. This is why they will suddenly disappear from an area where you had previously sighted them.
The best way to relocate any flock is to listen for their particular call as you move around the reserve.
I just love the African Green Pigeon's distinctive call. It is not like any other pigeon species and is most
unusual. It's normally uttered when they are feeding and the sound is a happy one that is pleasing
to the ear. The call starts with flowing whistles and chuckling notes, like a gurgling pipe, that subsides
into low-pitched growls and ends in three or more sharp clicks. They seldom call when not feeding,
only sometimes when nesting, and never when in flight.
Breeding takes place during October and November, with a peak in late October, and African
Green Pigeons rarely nest on their feeding grounds. Birds will move in pairs from their well-wooded
riverside haunts to build their nests in drier savanna. They often choose leafy trees that stand
isolated from the surrounding woodland. Predation is less likely to occur amongst well-spaced
trees than in undisturbed woodland or riverine bush. At the time of year when African Green
Pigeons begin to breed, much of the deciduous woodland is still in its winter state and bare trees
predominate, but the birds tend to choose sites protected by foliage. The nest is built on a
horizontal or gently sloping branch, or in a fork, and is often placed in a parasitic growth to
afford concealment in an otherwise bare tree.
The female is the nest builder, but male birds are good husbands as they assist
by bringing her twigs broken off from trees – nest material is never collected
off the ground. The twigs are then interwoven to form a sturdy structure,
so strong it is often used the following year as well. The male also
assists with egg incubation and in feeding the young when they hatch,
so he's a real good chap to have around.
If you would like to add this lovely bird to your Klaserie
Private Nature Reserve bird list, learning to recognise
their call is the best way to find African Green
Pigeons. They call whilst feeding and from the nest
as well. And, as they sit tight on the nest, it is
possible to get really close.

© Leon Marais
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“The female is the nest builder, but
male birds are good husbands as they
assist by bringing her twigs broken off
from trees.”
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AND THE

SHAKERS
AN ELEPHANT CALLED SWAZI
Words Dr Michelle Henley | Photos Shannon Wild
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wazi was first collared
on 25 February 2020 by
Dr João Almeida from
the Mozambique Wildlife
Alliance (MWA), in partnership with
the Administração Nacional das
Áreas de Conservação (ANAC). He
entered Swaziland (Eswatini) shortly
thereafter and, by so doing, earned
his name. Little did we know that
this young bull – caught and collared
red-handed in a community-owned
corn crop outside of any protected
area in Mozambique – would join
the clan of elephant movers and
shakers. In his first year of being
collared (February 2020-2021), he
moved an extraordinary 4,390km
across South Africa, Swaziland, and
Mozambique. And since then, he
has added a further 2,000km to the
clock.
At 17:00 on 16 September 2021,
Swazi made history by providing
visual evidence of a linkage between
the Kruger and Tembe national
parks. His trip from the Namaacha
valley to Tembe National Park was
well over 1,000km and is highlighted
in red on the map, Figure 1. On
reaching his destination, even

RESEARCH

Tembe seemed to be too small
as Swazi marched up and down
the western boundary a few times
before settling into two nodes in
the northern regions of the park.
According to Cathariné Hanekom,
the district ecologist for Ezemvelo
KZN Wildlife, the individually known
elephants of Tembe respect the
fences, but in the last three years
they gained 17 bulls who entered
from Mozambique. Swazi is thus
not the first elephant to break the
rules, though with his story collared
around his neck we have fortunately
been able to track his entire journey
and gain insight into his movements.
Why is it important for Elephants
Alive to follow trailblazing bulls
like Swazi?
As these adventurous bulls often
crop-raid along their path, following
their trajectories helps us to put
localised human-elephant conflict
into a wider landscape perspective.
This will enable us to understand
what mitigation strategies to
implement where, and for how long.
And by so doing, we can progress
from reactive, short term strategies
at a local level to longer term,

proactive strategies on a larger scale.
With the implementation of novel
mitigation methods – such as beehive
fences or unpalatable crop barriers
– we can reduce human-elephant
conflict and improve the harvest for
people who share the landscape with
the elephants.
These elephants become vital
landscape planners that help guide
socio-economic development in
harmony with wildlife, and we are
given an opportunity to plan ahead
to prevent the fragmentation of the
landscape and ensure sustainable
biodiversity objectives. In regions
that have experienced high poaching
levels in the past and with the
recent evidence that 'tusklessness' is
becoming more and more prevalent
as a consequence, it is also important
to maintain the genetic connectivity
between isolated subpopulations of
elephants to counter these trends.
Path-finding bulls also represent
important public liaison agents as they
promote cross-border communication
between stakeholders.
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only connecting landscapes, but
people as well.

interconnectedness of people,
wildlife, and landscapes.

In his wake, Swazi has linked
two transfrontier conservation
areas (Great Limpopo and
Lubombo), two South African
national parks (the Kruger and
Tembe) over an international
border, and crossed three
political borders between
South Africa, Mozambique, and
Eswatini.

We would like to thank the
MWA for their tireless efforts
in collaring bulls. The following
funders have helped us let
elephants lead the way with our
proof of concept project in both
South Africa and neighbouring
countries: the Elephant Crisis
Fund, JAMMA International,
the Kate Sanderson Bequest
Fund, the Lions Share, the
Oak Foundation, the Rufford
Foundation, the Tanglewood
Foundation, and the US Fish
and Wildlife Services.

Applying an African philosophy
to an African species,
Swazi represents the living
enactment of the principles
of Ubuntu, highlighting the
importance of respecting the

It was five years ago that I first spoke
to Cathariné about the Tembe
elephants and here we are again,
communicating across borders and
political boundaries. We owe our
friendships and cooperation with
other dedicated conservationists –
like Drs Carlos Lopes Pereira, João
Almeida, Hugo Pereira, and Hagnesio
Chiponde in Mozambique – to the
lives of elephants. The movers and
shakers in the elephant world are not

Figure 2
Swazi's heat and map of movements shortly after
entering Tembe National Park on 16 September and
walking along the western boundary. (Elephants Alive
display, courtesy of Earth Ranger)

Figure 3
Swazi's heat and movement tracks show he is
currently settled in the northern regions of Tembe
National Park, South Africa. Other elephants
occupying the Futi Corridor on the Mozambique
side have not entered Tembe. (Elephants Alive
display, courtesy of Earth Ranger)

© David Sheldrick Wildlife trust
Figure 1
Elephants like Swazi have successfully linked the southern Kruger National Park with Tembe National Park. His journey of over 1,000km
since exiting the Namaacha valley is highlighted in red. (Elephants Alive GIS team)
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Booming Ground-hornbills
Understanding their iconic vocalisations
Words Kyle Middleton

This graph shows the sexual differences in calls between
males and females in relation to fundamental frequency
and note length. Females calls at a higher frequency to that
of the males.

C

ommunication plays a fundamental role in the
survival of species across taxa. It allows animals
to exchange vital information during territorial
conflicts, reproduction, foraging, predator
defence, and resource competition, and can be conveyed
through various means – visual, olfactory, or acoustic.
When we think about birds, vocal communication is the
often the first thing that comes to mind. Across the globe,
we are treated each morning to a chorus from countless
different species. However, when we consider the
Lowveld, one iconic call often stands out – the boom of
the Southern Ground-hornbill, Bucorvus leadbeateri. Their
far-travelling, low frequency calls are beautiful.
But what is the actual purpose of these calls? What
information is being conveyed? And who is contributing?
These are questions we are aspiring to answer.
In cooperatively breeding birds like the Ground-hornbill,
the chorus performed by group members is often a
means to advertise and defend territories. This ability
for individuals to recognise the calls of individuals from
other groups comes with an evolutionary advantage –
physically responding to every potential intruder can
be energetically costly to individuals, so by identifying
the caller and the associated relative threat or benefit,
individuals can choose if and how to respond.
Green Wood-hoopoes, Phoeniculus purpureus are a great
example. Through experiments, researchers were able
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© Jo Cooper
to show that groups of birds responded faster and more
aggressively to the calls of stranger groups unfamiliar
to them than to neighbouring territorial groups who
were familiar, thus confirming that groups were able
to distinguish one group from another based on their
vocalisations alone. Are Ground-hornbills also using this
strategy, though?
Over the past four years, we have been recording and
analysing the morning chorus calls of Ground-hornbills
within the Association of Private Nature Reserves (APNR)
and have discovered some very interesting things. We
noticed almost immediately that it’s mostly the adult birds
who are performing these calls; the younger individuals
are generally bystanders. Also, contrary to much of the
literature which states that Ground-hornbills produce
constant four-note calls, we found these calls rather
ranged between four and six notes. We also analysed
if there were predictable and consistent differences
between the calls of males and females, and determined
that female calls were of a slightly higher frequency
(±250Hz) compared to that of males (±200Hz).
These consistent, sexual differences led us to ask an even
bigger question: Do females have their own individual
‘signature’ calls? Each Ground-hornbill group only has a
single female, so if each female has a ‘signature’ call, then
it would not only allow other groups to recognise that
individual and group remotely, but it would also allow
us to recognise groups remotely. In short, this is exactly

This graph shows the difference in fundamental frequencies
between males and females.

what we observed – that female Ground-hornbills each
produce a unique, territorial call, and that we are able to
remotely identify groups. Using deep learning, we could
correctly classify Ground-hornbill groups based on the
female vocalisations with a 98 percent accuracy. This is
something that has the potential to improve Groundhornbill monitoring throughout the country, and although
there are still challenges for in-field implementation, it is a
step in the right direction.
A last and similar question is how do the Green Woodhoopoes' responses differ between familiar and
unfamiliar groups? It's an ongoing experiment, but we
have already seen how aggressively groups respond to
the calls of other groups, and interestingly, how juvenile
birds will hide away during any encounter.
Acoustic research is a rapidly growing field, and while it
is helping to unlock a wide array of answers to nature’s
mysteries, there is still a lot we do not know. It's worth
bearing this in mind before trying to call up birds. There
remains little research of the effects on birds’ breeding
and behaviour, and we recommend avoiding it until
more is known, particularly in endangered birds like

These graphs show the difference in the territorial
calls of three different female birds. Each colour
represents a ‘boom’ note, blue being the first note,
orange the second, yellow the third, etc. It is clear
that each bird has a distinct call pattern, which we
refer to as ‘vocal signatures’.

the Ground-hornbill whose breeding can potentially be
affected.
The next time you are watching a sunrise and listening for
the boom of Ground-hornbills, you can now hopefully try
take note too of the sexual differences and perhaps even
the differences between groups.
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OF
Hoedspruit Wildlife Estate
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esidents of Hoedspruit might have followed
reports of leopard sightings in the town’s
residential wildlife estates over the years,
as these elusive cats have moved through
neighbourhoods and coexisted with humans under
the cover of darkness. Owen Grobler moved to the
Hoedspruit Wildlife Estate (HWE) in 2018 and his
fascination with these peri-urban leopards took his
life in a new direction. This month signals the threeyear mark in his journey monitoring, studying, and
photographing the leopards of HWE. In that time, he
has identified 10 different leopards moving in and out
of the estate.

of this opportunity. I made slight movements to aid
blood circulation in my legs and hips, fearing that
a stand and stretch could ruin my chances. To my
delight, both Kulua and her cub arrived after I had
remained at my seated post for one and a half hours.
Kulua instantly noticed my presence and approached
me to investigate, padding up to about 20m away
from me. Both leopards were still outside the electric
fence. At that moment, I accepted that the plan would
likely fail, yet I remained dead still and low to the
ground. Kulua turned around and headed for the hole
under the fence, and her daughter awaited Mom's
entry, then swiftly followed suit.

Searching for Spots is his soon-to-be-released coffee
table book that showcases unique photographs of
these leopards spotted inside the HWE, and details
their family dynamics and identities. In this article,
Owen shares an excerpt from the book highlighting
part of his journey with the area’s dominant female,
Kulua, and one of her cubs. He also reveals the first
daytime images he captured of them as they slid
underneath the HWE’s electrified perimeter fence.

I was bewildered to see their equally surprised looks
aimed my way when I began taking photographs. I
don't know what Kulua thought I was when she came
to check me out, but I am ecstatic that the events
played out as they did. Within seconds, both leopards
had left the area, and I had photographed them on
foot.

Kulua female
2:1 spot pattern
I caught a glimpse of one of Kulua's cubs exiting under
the perimeter fence a while after sunrise. Mom had
downed a young nyala bull on the property, and this
explained the leopard's sudden change in behaviour.
To this day, I have very few trail-cam images of
leopards on the HWE taken during the day. Knowing
how unlikely the cub was to return in the daylight
hours, I still went out that afternoon. I chose a patch
of road 67 metres away from the cub's exit point,
deciding to sit in this spot since I would be partially
hidden by long grass and a leadwood tree. I leaned
forwards with my legs crossed and my camera on
my lap, waiting for an unlikely event. I had parked my
vehicle out of sight, and I believed that my low position
and distance from the entry point improved my
chances of seeing the leopard.
As time passed and the light softened, I changed my
camera settings and prepared to take advantage
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The images I shot that day are an exceptional
achievement in this journey – I had ultimately
photographed 'the ghost of HWE' during the day.
I recall battling to stand up after the leopards'
departure, my joints aching, and my legs riddled with
pins and needles. The walk back to my vehicle was
awkward and blissful.

Kulua and cub, Mbilu, on HWE.

If you would like to learn more about these peri-urban
leopards, please go to searchingforspots.com or
contact Owen directly on owen@searchingforspots.
com to order your copy of the book.

Kulua at the HWE fenceline.

Kulua sneaking under the HWE fenceline.
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hen you think of the
colours of bushveld
winter, the first
thoughts that come
to mind are likely various shades of
golden, amber, beige and brown. And
you wouldn’t be wrong, given that
the majority of the landscape reflects
these picturesque hues from the
receding, golden grasses to the fallen
leaves and exposed terrain.

species throughout the year,
busily pollinating plants, forming
an integral part of the food chain
and representing an indispensable
environmental indicator. This time of
year provides the perfect opportunity
to grab your camera and prance after
these fluttering beauties on a walking
trail or stake out the flowering winter
aloes and wait for the butterflies to
come to you.

However, winter Lowveld also opens
up more opportunity for one of
our favourite pastimes: ambling
through the bush on foot. There’s a
completely different feeling to walking
in the bush, compared to driving in a
vehicle. The Klaserie Private Nature
Reserve, with its vast wilderness
areas, offers an abundance of
opportunities for incredible walking
trails.

From their life cycles and flight
mode, to their behaviour, there is
nothing about butterflies that doesn’t
capture attention. For seemingly
delicate creatures, they can be highly
territorial, with males often safeguarding coveted patches as they
await arriving females. The Blue Pansy
is known for ferociously protecting
their territory and even starting fights
with much larger butterflies.

On foot, you’re completely immersed
in the moment. All of your senses
are enlivened as you soak up the
surrounding beauty, connect with
nature, and forget about the outside
world. There’s also much better
opportunity to stalk even closer to
some of the local, small critters.

Their use of colour and pattern
is nothing short of astounding.
Butterflies have full colour vision and
appearances play an important role
in finding and selecting their butterfly
mate. They are also well known
for using aposematic (or warning)
colouration to ward off predators.
Bright colours and patterns such as
stripes of red, orange, black or white
are well understood by the animal
kingdom to represent toxins and
distaste. These include the distasteful
but exquisite Acraea species or the

Butterflies, with their striking colours
and patterns, particularly stand out
against the comparatively drab winter
background. The Lowveld is home
to hundreds of local Lepidoptera

Acraea butterfly
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striking African Monarch. However,
for every distasteful species there is
usually a plethora of pretenders or
copyright infringers that are perfectly
palatable mimics. The female Diadem
is a famous mimic of the African
Monarch. Evolution never ceases to
amaze!
When talking about butterflies, it’s
hard not to mention the sometimes
bizarre and often imaginative names
that have been bestowed upon them
over time. As if those who named
them were trying to compete with
the creativity their beauty already
encapsulates. From Elves and
Emperors to Jokers and Playboys,
there seems to have been lot of fun
had when discovering and naming
new butterfly species.
The generally do not disperse as wide
as their vertebrate cousins and are
highly sensitive to changes in their
environment, from toxins to climate
change. Many butterfly species in
South Africa are also endangered or
threatened with extinction requiring
formal protection.
With all the changes happening in
the world, monitoring the butterflies
around us has never been more
important than it is now. Moreover,
every butterfly observed represents
a chance to lose yourself momentarily
to their graceful allure.

Blue Pansy butterfly
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bright and
beautiful
Words & photos Warren Howson & Orla McEvoy

“Their use of colour
and pattern is
nothing short of
astounding.”

Diadem butterfly

Orange-and-Lemon butterflies (male and female)
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Klaserie

SUPER
PRIDE
Words Chloë Cooper

T

here’s a rumble in the jungle in the north of Klaserie, where a Super Pride has established territory on the banks
of the Klaserie River. While tourists around the world were confined to quarantine bubbles, the presence of two
male lions, Hosi and Socha, dominated the northern territories as they laid claim to the handful of lionesses
who'd been lying low and living quietly. Two years after these males sired their first cubs, the initial River Pride
grew to 28 and they are now known as the Klaserie Super Pride.
“It’s been a fascinating journey to watch the change in the River Pride since I arrived in the Klaserie Private Nature
Reserve (KPNR) in 2018. Back then, there were only five lionesses in the pride. They were very quiet and rarely called
because they didn’t have the security of a male to protect them,” said Emily Whiting, Klaserie Drift safari guide.
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© Emily Whiting
elephant. Visitors – now back in attendance – had the opportunity to witness
and experience the raw edge of an enormously successful pride in its natural
prime. Kills were made in the proximity of camps and lodges and the reserve’s
headquarters – a presence that could not be ignored.

© Emily Whiting

And, as expected for a pride of this size … “Just a day later, the lions were found
feasting once again; this time on a buffalo kill. Our guests were able to watch the
tiny cubs trying to squeeze in between the adult lions, just to sample a small taste
of the big meal,” said Adrian.

© Emily Whiting
Two dominant males arrived with confidence in late
2018, roaring and moving with pace through the
territory. They didn't hide their presence. Over a period
of six months, they fought off intruders and eventually
effected some stability, settling down with the River
Pride.

“What we’re seeing now is a core of between 21 and 24 individuals,” Emily told us
at the time this article went to print. “There has been some fragmentation, and two
subadult males made their way out a while ago – which is a common occurrence
– but they did resurface again after that. Some females also broke away and were
seen mating at some stage, too.”

“The lionesses had three cubs when Hosi and
Socha arrived, but we can assume they killed them
because we didn’t see the cubs again,” noted Emily.
“The lionesses naturally came into oestrus and by
September 2019, we saw the arrival of five new cubs
– the first since the union. To date, we’ve counted 19
cubs surviving against the odds and adding to the
pride.”

Orla McEvoy, lion scientist and co-owner of Ivory Wilderness River Rock Lodge, has
been monitoring pride behaviour in the Klaserie for many years. She gave us some
insight into what we could expect to see from this pride in the future:
“What goes up must come down, and it’s likely that the pride will start to fragment
in the near future. Increasing competition at mealtimes can hamper the condition
of younger pride members. Subadults are more likely to disperse while the core
pride females stick around. Rival males could enter the territory any day and
challenge the current champions, leading to potential upheavals. In the wild, you
never quite know what’s going to happen, but doubtless the infamous River Pride
dynasty will persevere one way or another."

Now, backed by their leaders, the once-quiet River
Pride lionesses roar with might and brazenly secure
their territory in the north. They are successfully
reproducing and growing their powerful pride.

The conditions have been just right for the formation of a Super Pride, but in an
open system, they are naturally subject to change. We are merely the observers
of this fascinating way of the wild, and we’ll continue to watch from our front-row
seats as things play out.

“There’s a completely different dynamic since those
boys arrived and settled the pride and the territory. It’s
been so interesting to watch,” Emily observed.
During the past few months, this powerful pride
became a force to be reckoned with, as they
relentlessly took down buffalo, giraffe, and even
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Adrian and Cherié van Zyl, assistant managers at Makumu Game Lodge, recalled
an incident that woke their guests up way before sunrise: “We had such an
amazing sighting of the lions recently. One morning at 4am, our guests were
woken up by lions growling and roaring. When they looked out their room window,
they could see the Klaserie Super Pride taking down a kudu on the grass right
between their rooms. Within minutes, the lions devoured everything and left
behind only a carcass. Our guests had a truly front-row seat to an amazing lion
encounter.”

© Warren Howson

“What goes up must come down, and it’s likely
that the pride will start to fragment in the near
future.”
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I

first met the legendary leopardess that is Manzi soon
after my arrival in the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve
in May 2018. Back then, little was known about her
– she didn’t even have a name. However, my arrival
coincided with an arrival of hers, too. Two tiny leopard
cubs were soon discovered, denned in the rocks by
the Klaserie Drift bridge. As she nursed her precious
bundles in secret, she spent more and more time in the
area and we began to recognise her relaxed demeanour
as she went about her jaunts along the river. Never far
from the water’s edge, we named her Manzi, from the
local isiZulu word, amanzi (water).

SIGHTINGS

Xivindzi, Manzi's adult daughter.

Time passed too quickly and, with a broken heart,
I realised the blossoming, cute cubs I had come
to cherish had not been seen for a long while.
Distressingly, leopard cubs have a survival rate of only
one in three and these two youngsters had simply not
managed to beat those terrible odds.
One brave survivor
For many months, I was vigilant, watching for signs
that she might try again with another litter. However,
it wasn’t until more than a year later that three new
bundles of joy were finally spotted. More experienced
this time, Manzi marched her offspring downstream and
settled on a different portion of the Klaserie River to
raise them. The odds struck again, one tenacious female
from the litter fortunately flourished under her mother’s
guidance. Today, that sole survivor is known as the
magnificent Xivindzi, which means 'brave' in isiTsonga,
and never was there a more beautiful or courageous
leopardess. A true marvel of her incredible mother.

Double
trouble

With success now under her belt, there was no stopping
Manzi. Xivindzi was barely launched into independence
when her mother was spotted with the tell-tale signs
of nursing more cubs in July of this year. Soon after,
and to our absolute delight, we discovered she had
two new bundles of joy to care for. Typically, and to
my overwhelming frustration, I was either on leave or
not guiding whenever they were spotted in the area.
However, knowing that it is such a delicate time in a
young leopard’s life, I did my best to remain patient.

Manzi with her first litter and the last time Emily
saw this cub in 2018.

Meeting the new arrivals

for leopardess, Manzi
Words Emily Whiting

Manzi.
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© Nick Smith

Eventually, one afternoon my luck finally turned. Taking
a chance once more along the section of river where
she was last seen with her babies, something dropped
down out of a tree ahead and caught my eye. It was as
small as a bird, but something about the way it almost
'plopped' to the ground – so un-birdlike – got my heart
beating a thousand times a minute. Desperate to
confirm my suspicion, yet not wanting to potentially

© Emily Whiting
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scare it off, I crept forwards with my neck craned like a
stork and my eyes darting in every direction. Seconds
felt like hours as I searched longingly for my quarry.
And just then, two of the tiniest leopards I’d ever seen
wobbled from behind the tree and down into the
undergrowth.

SIGHTINGS

Manzi's cub in a jackalberry tree.

With a frantic whisper, and many excited hand
gestures, I pointed out the cubs to my guests. As quiet
as mice, we sat for a few minutes until Manzi finally
revealed herself just metres from our vehicle. At her
soft call, one of the cubs willingly joined her to suckle
whilst the other (the more shy of the two) remained
hidden. My heart ready to burst, I was left almost
speechless at such a beautiful, intimate moment
between mother and cub.
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See thelastword.co.za for our selection of unique hotels and beyond boutique experiences.

LET US TAKE YOU BY THE HAND

Some 20 minutes later, the spell was broken. A sharp
grunt from mom sent the cub leaping into a tiny
tree as a spotted hyena revealed itself in the reeds
below. As one of the biggest causes of leopard cub
mortality, I went into a full spin of panic – I couldn’t
lose another set of cubs right in front of my eyes!
Helpless, I watched with trepidation as the confident
Manzi stared down the intruder, one cub precariously
dangling from a small branch next to me. Luckily, the
hyena was young and inexperienced, and far more
interested in the last dregs of a kill close by. Eventually
realising it was no match for our supermom, the
hyena lost interest and moved on. Relief was sighed all
around!

© Emily Whiting

One of Manzi's cubs in an appleleaf tree while
hyena lurk nearby.

In the weeks since that first sighting, I’ve been
privileged to share several wonderful moments with
Manzi and her thriving brood. On one occasion, the
trio were spotted feeding on an impala kill in a tree.
Pulling in, the shy cub darted down and out of sight,
whilst the other eyed us suspiciously. We sat quietly,
allowing them to settle and, finally, the remaining cub
returned to its meal. Dinner finished, he or she was
insistent on playing in the sand nearby. Manzi had
other ideas for her bouncy offspring though. After
some motherly persuasion, the youngster finally
submitted to a much-needed bath, courtesy of Manzi’s
tongue.
As one of the most elusive predators on the planet, it
fills my heart with so much joy to share these simple
yet precious insights into their lives. Although I’m
patently aware that those worrisome odds could strike
again at any time, for now I’m putting all my faith in
this capable and extraordinary supermom. A fearsome
hunter turned loving mother, I know these dainty cubs
could have had no better start in life than with Manzi.

© Emily Whiting

As I reflect on the years I have known her, and shared her
many trials and successes, I can’t help but feel like the
luckiest person in the world. So here’s to you, our beloved
Manzi, Queen of the Klaserie!

Reservations: 27 (0) 21 794 6561 | Email: stay@thelastword.co.za
www.thelastword.co.za
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Ximuwu
Words Elly Suverein | Photos Patrick Suverein

Lion

W

e are very fortunate to have the Sark pride
around Ximuwu. They are never far away,
especially since the first litter of cubs this
season was born around October and the
second litter around December. We have worried about
them many times, especially when they were still very
little, and Mom would be away hunting for quite some
time. One day, we saw the two oldest ones looking very
skinny and wobbly on their feet, but they have grown a lot
stronger now and we see them often with the rest of the
pride. All the cubs had some good practice eating meat
when the pride took down a giraffe and her very young
calf – a shame, but that’s the circle of life …
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Cheetah

Only a few weeks ago, the pride sadly lost one of the
youngest three cubs. We were watching them resting in
the drainage line around sunset, close to our big dam,
as a herd of elephants came to drink. We were worried
about the little ones among the elephant herd, and only
minutes later the whole herd chased the lions and their
cubs away. It was quite hectic to see, not easy to follow
what was going on and in no way did we want to interfere.
Since then, we’ve only seen two of the three youngest
cubs.
They all look very healthy now and we are hopeful that
the remaining four will make it. It’s interesting to see
their different personalities. There’s one male and he is
behaving like a big confident boy already!

We’ve had a few unusual sightings lately
too. We regularly see the coalition of two
cheetah brothers around the airstrip,
but now we’ve seen two other cheetahs
in the area. They are much more skittish
than 'our' two brothers, and we’re not
sure if one is a female. Our biggest wish
is for cheetah cubs in the area to become
reality! They are the most adorable, fluffy
cubs in our opinion.

“Our biggest wish is for
cheetah cubs in the area to
become reality!”
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Ostrich

Recently, we were visited by an ostrich who
seemed quite at home on our airstrip, but it
disappeared as quickly as it had appeared. It has
been over a year since we saw one and it’s such
an impressive bird.

Jackal

Our very favourite sighting at the moment is the
side-striped jackal. For the past three years, there
has been a couple of black-backed jackals in the
area and this past summer another youngster was
born. But this sighting is of a solitary side-striped
jackal. At first we thought it was a wild dog, aas
his tail had the typical white tip and he was quite
a bit taller than the black-backed jackal. Another
difference is the sound they produce, which is
quite unlike the more common black-backed
jackal. But, when we hear the four jackals calling in
the dark together, it is music to my ears.

“Our very favourite sighting at
the moment is the side-striped
jackal.”
076 Summer 2021
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night. Or as we like to say, 'read the
morning newspaper'. What really
caught my eye was the high number
of hyena tracks. It was surprising
because we don't see high numbers
of hyena moving in clans like in
some other protected areas in
Africa. Usually, here in the Klaserie,
it's just two or three.
This was something else. There
were tracks of all sizes, all over.
We started walking down the road
and found fresh scat from a male
leopard. Initially, the consensus was
that the hyenas were trailing the
leopard, which is common practice.
But, as it turned out, we could not
have been further from the truth!
Nothing prepared us for what we
would experience a few minutes
later.
The smell of a kill

COWARD OR

PREDATOR
THE BATTLE OF SIMBAVATI CAMP GEORGE
Words Manie Esterhuizen | Photos Michael Nel

H

yena are often portrayed as cowardly, lurking
through the night in search of their next meal.
In the words of Ian McCallum: “It is what it is: a
survivor, intelligent, protective, mostly a loner
but social when it has to be, powerful almost beyond
belief, and yes it smells.”
Throughout my career, I have spent countless hours
observing and learning from hyena and have come to the
conclusion that they are far more complex and intelligent
than we give them credit. It's one of the animals I respect
the most in nature and when we visit wilderness areas
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like the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve and spend time
observing them, we learn a lot about life and ourselves.
The morning of 10 November 2021 was no different.
Reading the newspaper
I woke up to the Klaserie’s musical composition that only
those who have experienced it will know. I rallied two
other guides to accompany me on a tracking exercise and
we came across a puzzle of tracks on one of the roads
close to the Camp George dam. We disembarked the
vehicle and interpreted what had happened during the

Whilst we were 'reading the paper'
and in deep debate about what was
'on the front page', there was also a
strong, hair-raising stench in the air,
a smell guides are very familiar with:
The smell of a kill. The growing level
of discomfort inside every one of us
sent us slowly making our way back
to the vehicle (no one admitting it,
of course!)
As we made our way to the dam a
mere 50m from the 'newsstand',
we came across the source of
the smell. A dead male giraffe.
There were signs of feeding, but
nothing was on the carcass. We

SIGHTINGS

scanned the area for lions and could not detect any. We
knew that protein gives predators an unquenchable thirst,
so we left the carcass to investigate the dam about 400m
away. As we got moving, we stumbled across five hyena
approaching the carcass through the bush. We noticed in
their posture and behaviour that something was not right.
They had their tails up and were humming these low,
deep, guttural moans.
Puzzled as to what was going on, we reached the dam
and found a clan of about 17 hyena resting there. This in
itself was quite a sight for us. It was the most hyena I'd
seen together on our traversing area in the five years I've
been here. At first glance, everything appeared calm and
normal. The matriarch got up and started emitting these
overwhelming howls, lowering her head to use the earth
as a soundboard to further project the sound. While doing
this, she started moving through the rest of the clan like
a New Zealand rugby player leading his team through the
haka. Ceremoniously, the rest of the clan started joining
in, one by one, and all of them assumed the same posture
as the five we saw earlier. We knew something was up and
made our way back to the carcass.
Turf war
Here we found another 10 hyena busy feeding, and then
as if all bar us knew what was coming, they stopped
feeding and assumed this hostile posture. It was seconds
before all pandemonium broke loose. The 17 hyena
from the dam, led by their matriarch, burst through the
brush, vocal and very loud – like the ancient war chants of
fighters going into battle. A fight broke out and it was at
this moment the realisation dawned on us: the confusion
of the tracks, the unexplained number of tracks, the
posture of the animals, all culminating into what was
unfolding in front of us. We found ourselves in the middle
of a Klaserie hyena turf war.
The battle must have been going on since the early hours
of that morning. The constant vocalisation of each clan
rallying their troops and clan members answering in the
distance. You could feel the tension building as those
distant calls came closer, and closer and closer. New
troops started breaking through the tree line, one by one
on either side. The total number of hyena we could count
in the chaos between the two clans was roughly 40.
But the battle did not end in bloodshed or injury. The 10
at the carcass became submissive, and the squad from
the dam reigned victorious. We were privileged enough to
be able to experience nature unfold around us, with the
animals unaffected by our presence. It is interactions like
these that make the Klaserie a true, unspoiled gem of our
country.
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Words Chloë Cooper | Photos supplied by Rogan Kerr

ogan Kerr is a Natal boy whose favourite place in the world is in the Klaserie Private Nature
Reserve (KPNR) and who dreams of the magic of Zimbabwe’s wild places. His wildlife photography
has graced the pages of our magazine for a number of years and his videos of wildlife in action
demonstrate just what a magnificent world we live in. He is passionate and enthusiastic about
people, culture, and the potential that ecotourism has to enhance and protect Africa’s pristine
places. This once-almost-DJ has produced digital marketing content from within the KPNR for the last
three years and has shown us the beauty of our own surroundings in a beautiful and impactful way. It’s a
pleasure to learn a little more about him, where it all started, and where it’s going.
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Q: HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN
ROAMING AROUND THE KPNR
WITH A CAMERA?
RK: I arrived in the Klaserie in
January 2018 when I first started
working for Sun Destinations. I
lived at Africa On Foot for four
phenomenal years – some of the
best in my life for sure!
Q: WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE
ANIMAL OR BEHAVIOUR TO
FILM?
RK: It’s definitely a tie between
the elephants and the wild dogs.
There’s such a depth to elephants
that I’ll never understand and I
always feel like I’m in the presence
of gods when I’m with them. The
social coordination of dogs blows
my mind too. Watching them
communicate during the hunt is
an insane experience … If you can
keep up with them!
Q: TELL US ABOUT YOUR MOST
MEMORABLE SIGHTING IN THE
RESERVE.
RK: I’d have to give this one to the
wild dogs again. During lockdown
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we had an epic showdown at
Human Dam. A pack of over 20
dogs had chased an impala into
the water, where a very irritable
male hippo was trying to get
some rest. They were joined on
the shore by at least a dozen
hyenas trying to get a piece of
the action. The whole scene
took over an hour to unfold, but
included the hippo leaving the
water to try chase off the dogs
and hyenas, TWO impala deaths
and a killer final blow struck
by the hippo. It was a mad
morning!
Q: WHICH COUNTRY,
NATIONAL PARK, OR RESERVE
IS AT THE TOP OF YOUR
TRAVEL BUCKET LIST?
RK: Mana Pools and
Gonarezhou. I’m dying to go
and see them both for myself!
I’m definitely going to have to
organise a trip to Zimbabwe
soon!
Q: TIME FOR A BLOOPER …
TELL US A FUNNY STORY FROM
YOUR WILDLIFE FILMING
CAREER. LIKE, DID YOU EVER
FORGET TO PRESS RECORD?

RK: That would probably be
the time I wrote off a camera
chasing after a wild dog hunt
in the KPNR (they seem to be
featuring a lot in my stories).
I was driving a doorless Land
Rover at the time, and hadn’t
taken the time to pack my
monopod down properly so it
was partially sticking out the
door while I was driving. It hit a
bush and fell under the wheels.
Needless to say, it was trashed.
Q: HOW DID YOU GET INTO
CONSERVATION AND MADE
YOU WANT TO MAKE A
DIFFERENCE THROUGH YOUR
FILM WORK?
RK: I grew up reading Gerard
Durrell stories and watching
David Attenborough on TV. The
thought of being surrounded
by wild spaces was always
something that drove me to try
and pursue a career in wildlife
filmmaking. After working in the
natural history documentary
world for several years, I
made a switch to producing
digital marketing content. The
internet is so accessible – it’s
a great place to be able to
share the stories of the people
on the ground, working in
conservation. Not only that,
but tourism is also a vital
component to keeping some of
these pristine areas protected.
By showing these spaces to
the world and selling them to
international tourists, we’re
doing something positive for
our reserves.
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Q: DID YOU ALWAYS KNOW
YOU’D WORK WITH A CAMERA,
OR DID THE YOUNGER YOU
THINK YOU’D BE SOMETHING
ELSE WHEN YOU GREW UP?
RK: I had many unlikely career
ideas growing up, including
acting and being a DJ. But
whenever I would see those David
Attenborough documentaries on
TV, I’d think “that’s where I want
to be”. So, I guess I always kind of
knew.
Q: DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE
SPOT IN THE KPNR?
RK: Definitely. Anywhere on Africa
on Foot. It’s my favourite spot in
the whole world.
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Q: WHAT DOES YOUR IDEAL
CAREER LOOK LIKE IN 10
YEARS’ TIME?
RK: I’d be happy still doing what
I’m doing! I love my job and I
love meeting and working with
people in the tourism industry. I
don’t think I’ll ever get bored of
it. I might try squeeze in a little
more documentary work in the
future though.
Q: LET’S END WITH A ROUND
OF “WOULD YOU RATHER …”
GO TO SPACE OR GO TO THE
DEEPEST PART OF THE OCEAN?
RK: I would NEVER go to space!
Q: BE ABLE TO FLY OR READ
MINDS?
RK: Flight please! Free tickets to
everywhere!

Q: GO GORILLA TREKKING OR
DUNE CLIMBING?
RK: I’ve done both and would
kill to go visit the gorillas again!
Q: PHOTOGRAPH BIRDS OR
REPTILES?
RK: Birds.
Q: GO JET-SKIING OR WHITE
WATER RAFTING?
RK: White water rafting on the
Zambezi any day.
Q: WATCH THE SUNRISE OR
THE SUNSET?
RK: Not all good things are
sunsets, but all sunsets are
good things!
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